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MMMATTHEWATTHEWATTHEW   6:246:246:24: : : “““No one can serve two masters. Either he will hate the one and love the other, 

or he will be devoted to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve both God & Wealth.” 
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Hope for the Hopeless 

“The Spirit of the Lord is on me...He has sent me to set the oppressed free.” Luke 4:18 

  The Jeremiah Tree 

is a ministry in our 

city offering the 

homeless,           

addicted, and      

impoverished       

opportunities. It 

specializes in      

benevolence and 

assistance.  

 

     Also a part of The Jeremiah Tree is the TreeHouse (in the foreground), which is a residential 

recovery house that can currently house up to 4 men who have come out of addiction into    

recovery.  

    Beginning March 30th I (Carey) will begin a 7-week class with these 4 men on Thursday        

afternoons. We are specifically going to explore what it means (like the Apostle Paul) to be a 

slave of Jesus in handling money & possessions. It is my privilege to enter into their lives to 

serve them. Please pray for favor with these men so we will be a blessing to each other.  

Results of our Financial Class | Life Change! 

If you read our newsletter last month, you know I (Carey) led a finance class. Here are some       

tangible results as we finished up recently: 
 

 Several indicated significant heart change such as greater contentment and generosity. 

 Several also indicated better communication as married couples and less stress overall. 

 One couple credited the class with the means to adopt. 

 During the class they collectively paid off $67,288 in non-mortgage debt (the class began with 

$466,147). During the class they collectively saved $55,883. 

 At the beginning of class there were 63 total open credit card accounts; by the end of class,  

25 of those cards had been cut up and closed. 
Grateful for you, 

  Carey & Andrea 


